An Investigation of the Role of Attention in Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for Recurrently Depressed Patients
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Abstract

Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) has been shown to be efficacious in reducing relapse rate and depressive symptoms in patients with recurrent depression. To date, little is known about the underlying cognitive mechanisms. We investigated the role of attention with the attention network test in a randomized controlled trial with 34 MBCT patients and 37 waiting-list control patients. In the MBCT group depressive symptoms and ruminative thinking decreased and mindfulness skills increased. However, no differential changes in either specific, basal components of attentional processes (alerting, orienting and executive attention) or more general attentional functioning were observed. These results seem to fit in the pattern, emerging from recent research findings, that suggests that it might be especially the second component of mindfulness as described by Bishop (Bishop et al., 2004) - a shift towards an attitude with more openness and acceptance - that mediates the efficacy of short-term mindfulness interventions.
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**Introduction**

Over the last decade, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) has been shown to be efficacious in reducing relapse rates and depressive symptoms in patients with recurrent depression (Kuyken et al., 2008; Ma & Teasdale, 2004; Segal et al., 2010; Teasdale et al., 2000). MBCT is an 8-week group program based on an integration of elements of cognitive-behavioral therapy (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) with the mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) program (Kabat-Zinn, 1990). So far, research has mainly been focused on the effect of MBCT on clinical outcome variables, such as relapse rates and depressive symptoms (Kuyken et al., 2008; Ma & Teasdale, 2004; Segal et al., 2010; Teasdale et al., 2000). Only few studies have investigated (changes in) cognitive processes that could subserve, mediate these clinical improvements (Anderson, Lau, Segal, & Bishop, 2007; Chambers, Lo, & Allen, 2008; Giommi et al., 2006; Heeren, van Broeck, & Philippot, 2009; Jha, Krompinger, & Baime, 2007; Kuyken et al., 2010). Therefore, to date, only a limited and preliminary understanding in the underlying mechanism(s) driving the beneficial effect of MBCT has been obtained.

To our knowledge, Heeren et al. (2009) have been among the first (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008; Giommi, et al., 2006; Heeren, et al., 2009; Jha, et al., 2007) to study important changes in cognitive processes during short-term mindfulness trainings such as MBCT. The aim of the study by Heeren et al. (2009) was to examine the role of executive processes, which are necessary when a situation requires more than a routine execution of automatic and overlearned schemata, on the impact of mindfulness on autobiographical memory specificity. Their results suggested that the effects of
mindfulness training on autobiographical memory specificity are mediated by executive processes and, further, that effects of mindfulness training are enhanced by cognitive flexibility (the ability to switch behavioral response according to the context of the situation).

Besides changes in the cognitive processes mentioned above, changes in attentional processing might also be expected after MBCT, for the training of attention is one of the core practices in the program. The following description of the mindfulness practice during MBCT by Teasdale, Segal, Williams (1995, p.33) illustrates the central role of attention training: "In formal mindfulness practice, the student sits quietly in an erect and dignified posture and attempts, non-strivingly, to maintain attention on a particular focus, commonly his or her own breathing. When the attention wanders from the breath to the thoughts and feelings that inevitably arise, the student ‘acknowledges and accepts’ the thoughts or feelings, ‘lets go’ of them, and gently re-directs attention back to the breath. This procedure is repeated many times, whenever the student notices that the attention has wandered. In informal practice, students apply the same general approach as often as possible during the course of their normal day, bringing the attention back to the ‘here and now’, using a focus on the breath as an ‘anchor’, whenever they notice that attention has been diverted to streams of thought, worries, reverie, or general lack of awareness”. Given this central focus on the training of attention during MBCT, one could expect participation in the program to result in an improved self-regulation of attention, i.e., a more flexible disengaging from irrelevant stimuli and improved general attentional processing of relevant stimuli. Our interest is in whether such improvements in attention have a mediating role in the efficacy of the MBCT program.

In recent years, the effect of mindfulness training on attentional processing has been investigated at the level of specific components of attention (alerting, orienting and executive attention) as well as at a more integrated level of general attentional processing (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008; Chan & Woollacott, 2007; Jha, et al., 2007; Moore & Malinowski, 2009; Slagter et al., 2007; Van den Hurk, Giommi, Gielen, Speckens, & Barendregt, 2010) and a distinction between short-term (like MBCT) and long-term (very intense training for months or years of experience) trainings seems warranted. In studies on the effect of short-term trainings no improvements in specific components of attention have been found (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008; Giommi, et al., 2006). On the contrary, the long-term practice of mindfulness meditation has been associated with improvements in specific, basal components of attention (Chan & Woollacott, 2007; Slagter, et al., 2007; Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). For example, in the study by van den Hurk et al. (2010), expert, long-term mindfulness meditators showed improvements in orienting and executive attention. Both short-term and long-term trainings have been associated with improvements in attention at a more general, integrated level (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008; Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). For example, in the study by van den Hurk et al. (2010) an improved overall performance on the attention network test (ANT) was found, as reflected by the lower amount of errors made by the meditators for equally fast responses. Importantly, only healthy participants have been tested in all the studies mentioned above and, to our knowledge, just one study has been done that investigated the effect of mindfulness training on attention in clinically depressed and anxious patients (Giommi, et al., 2006). Therefore, to date, it is not clear whether a clinical sample of recurrently depressed patients shows improvements in attention after either short-term or long-term mindfulness trainings.

Since impairments in attentional processing are a hallmark in the psychopathology of depression (Joormann & Gotlib, 2007; Koster, De Lyssnyder, Derakshan, & De Raedt, 2010; Merriam, Thase, Haas, Keshavan, & Sweeney, 1999), there seems room for improvement in attentional processing in recurrently depressed patients. Given this idea of room for improvement in attention and considering the fact that attentional training is a central element in the MBCT program, we hypothesized that MBCT might result in improvements in attention in a sample of recurrently depressed patients, both remitted
and currently depressed. In more detail, in a recent paper on the underlying cognitive mechanisms of depressive rumination by Koster et al. (2010), the 'impaired disengagement' hypothesis was proposed. According to the authors the core tenet of their model is that prolonged processing of self-referent material is due to impaired attentional disengagement from negative self-referent information. In light of this impaired attentional disengagement underlying depressive rumination and the central role of improving the self-regulation of attention during mindfulness practice, we hypothesized to find specific improvements in orienting and executive attention after MBCT. Both these components of attention are related to the concept of disengaging attention from irrelevant information and directing attention to relevant information. In addition, considering the hypothesized improvements in general attentional processing, we expected improvements in general attentional performance after MBCT. Finally, we were interested in whether such improvements in attention have a mediating role in the efficacy of the MBCT program.

In order to probe both orienting and executive attention as well as more general, overall attentional processing, the ANT was used (Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002). The ANT probes the functioning of three separate components of attention: i.e. the alerting, orienting and executive attentional networks. Alerting is defined as achieving and maintaining an alert state; orienting is the selection of information from sensory input; and executive control is defined as resolving conflict among responses (Fan, et al., 2002). In addition, the overall performance on the ANT - in terms of speed and accuracy in responding and target detection rate - provides a more general and integrated view of attentional functioning (Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). The current study was embedded in a larger randomized controlled trial comparing MBCT and a treatment as usual (TAU) condition in 205 patients with recurrent depression. In order to probe changes in depressive symptoms, severity of rumination and mindfulness skills, by means of questionnaires, depression, rumination and mindfulness skills scores were obtained.

To summarize, MBCT has been shown to be efficacious in reducing relapse rates and depressive symptoms in patients with recurrent depression (Kuyken, et al., 2008; Ma & Teasdale, 2004; Z. Segal, et al., 2010; Teasdale, et al., 2000). Yet, very little is known about the (changes in) cognitive processes that subserve, mediate these effects. It is well known that impairments in attention are a hallmark in the psychopathology of depression (Joormann & Gotlib, 2007; Koster, et al., 2010; Merriam, et al., 1999), suggesting room for improvement in attentional functioning in recurrently depressed patients. Considering the fact that attention training is a core practice in the MBCT program, we predicted to find improvements in attention in a sample of recurrently depressed patients after MBCT. In more detail, improvements in orienting and executive attention were expected, which are components of attention related to disengaging attention from irrelevant information and directing attention to relevant information. Improvements in these attention networks would be shown by decreased orienting and executive attention network scores on the ANT. In addition, in light of the hypothesized improvements in general attentional processing due to the mindfulness practice, we expected to find greater improvements in overall attentional processing for the MBCT group. Such improvements would be shown by enhanced target detection and increased response accuracy after MBCT. We hypothesized that such improvements in attentional functioning have a mediating role in the efficacy of the MBCT program. Finally, in accordance with previous studies (Kenny & Williams, 2007; Kingston, Dooley, Bates, Lawlor, & Malone, 2007; Michalak, Heidenreich, Meibert, & Schulte, 2008), we predicted to find decreased depression and rumination scores and increased mindfulness scores for the MBCT group, which would show the efficacy of the MBCT program. Altogether, this study shows our attempt to investigate the role of attention in the efficacy of MBCT and hence it seems an adequate response to the
recent suggestion by Kuyken and colleagues who indicated that future studies should evaluate different dimensions of mindfulness including attentional control in the context of MBCT (Kuyken et al., 2010).

**Method**

**Participants**

This study was part of a larger clinical randomized controlled study comparing MBCT (+ TAU) and a TAU condition in patients with recurrent depression (Van Aalderen et al., In submission). Patients were recruited by media announcements or referred by their general practitioner or psychiatrists and psychologists in and around the city of Nijmegen. Alternatively, they were self-referred, informed by local and national advertisements. Patients were then screened by telephone and, if applicable, invited for a research interview including the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) (Sheehan et al., 1998; Van Vliet, Leroy, & Van Megen, 2000), including the section on recurrent depression according to the Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV axis I Disorders (SCID-I) (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1995; Groenestijn, Akkerhuis, Kupka, Schneider, & Nolen, 1999). The research interviews were used to confirm in- and exclusion criteria, and were conducted by a psychologist or psychiatrist in training, supervised by an experienced psychiatrist. Patients with three or more previous depressive episodes according to DSM-IV criteria (APA, 2000) were eligible for the study. Patients with a hypomanic or manic episode, psychotic symptoms or severe substance abuse were excluded. A random subset (n = 71) of the initial study population (n = 205) was asked to participate in the attention network test (ANT; described in detail below) and agreed upon participation in the experiment. With respect to age, gender, baseline level of depression and depression diagnosis the group of participants that agreed upon participation was representative for the whole group of participants that was studied. The MBCT group consisted of 34 patients [mean (SD) age 49.8 (12.2), range 24 – 84 years, 11 male], whereas the control group (TAU condition) consisted of 37 patients [mean (SD) age 49.2 (10.0), range 32 – 71 years, 9 male]. Sixteen patients (47%) in the MBCT group and 17 patients (46%) in the control group had prior experience with meditation. Twenty-two patients (65%) in the MBCT group and 25 patients (68%) in the control group took medication at the start of the treatment. Groups did not differ on age, t(69) = .208, p = .836; gender χ²(1) = .564, p = .452; meditation experience χ²(1) = .009, p = .925; or medication intake at start of treatment χ²(1) = .006, p = .936. Of note, 14 participants in the TAU group and 11 participants in the MBCT group were at baseline diagnosed with a current depression according to DSM-IV axis I Disorders criteria (NS). No significant difference between groups was present regarding the number of participants diagnosed with a current depression, χ²(1) = .234, p = .629.

**Procedure**

At first contact, patients were asked to sign an informed consent form. Patients were requested to keep their antidepressant medication stable for the duration of the study and to refrain from any additional psychological treatment. After being assessed for suitability, participants were randomized into either the MBCT group or the TAU condition. Randomization was stratified for Hamilton (HRSD) depression scores of lower than 10 or of 10 or higher (Hamilton, 1960).

All participants were asked to fill out a number of self-report questionnaires before completing the ANT. Assessments took place directly before and after the training/3-months control period. Afterwards, MBCT was also offered to patients in the TAU condition.
**Intervention**

MBCT was offered according to the protocol developed by Segal and colleagues (Z. V. Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002). It consisted of 8 weekly sessions of 2.5 hours each, with an all-day retreat between the 6th and 7th session. The MBCT training was taught by three different trainers (one male, two female). One of the teachers was a consultant psychiatrist and cognitive behavioral therapist with 5 years of meditation experience, 4 years experience guiding MBCT groups who trained at the Insight Meditation Society (IMS; Barre, MA, USA). Another teacher was an occupational therapist with 26 years of meditation experience and 1.5 years experience guiding MBCT groups. The other teacher is a clinical psychologist with 21 years of meditation experience and 3 years experience guiding MBCT groups. The groups consisted of up to 15 participants each.

**Measures**

**Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD)**

The HRSD (Hamilton, 1960) was used to assess depressive symptoms. The HRSD is a 17-item interview-based measure, widely used in clinical care. The Dutch version of the HRSD has shown good internal consistency, Cronbach’s α = 0.82 (Hermans, van Ree, Betgem, & Westenbrink, 1981).

**Rumination on Sadness Scale (RSS)**

The level of rumination was measured with the RSS (Conway, Csank, Holm, & Blake, 2000). The RSS is a self-report questionnaire measuring ruminative response to depressed mood on 13 items, scored on a 5-point Likert-type of scale. The Dutch translation of the RSS by Raes, Hermans, & Eelen, (2003) showed good psychometric properties, Cronbach’s α = 0.84 (Raes et al., 2003).

**Kentucky Inventory of Mindfulness Skills (KIMS)**

The KIMS (Baer, Smith, & Allen, 2004) was used to measure levels of mindfulness skills and has been shown to be applicable in clinical populations (Baum et al., 2010). This questionnaire consists of 39 items measuring four domains (observing, act-with-awareness, describing, and accepting-without-judgment), consistent with four of the five mindfulness facets as identified by Baer et al. (Baer, Smith, Hopkins, Krietemeyer, & Toney, 2006). Participants indicated their responses on a Likert-type scale from 1 (almost never) to 5 (almost always). A comparable Dutch version of the KIMS has been shown good psychometric properties, Cronbach’s α = .77–.91 for the different subscales (Dekeyser, Raes, Leijssen, Leysen, & Dewulf, 2008).

**Attentional Network Test**

Participants were seated in front of a computer screen at a distance of 65 cm. Stimuli were presented and responses were collected with Presentation software (version 10.1 Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, USA). Participants were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as possible to a target stimulus that was presented in the center of a horizontal row with five stimuli (fig.1C). The target stimulus was an arrow pointing either to the left or to the right and was flanked by two flanker stimuli on each side. Participants were instructed to press the left mouse button with their left thumb or the right mouse button with their right thumb as fast as possible when the target arrow pointed to the left or right, respectively. The four surrounding flanker stimuli were all arrows pointing in the same or the opposite direction of the target stimulus or were just neutral stripes. The condition in which all five arrows pointed in the same direction was called the congruent target condition. The condition in which the flanker arrows pointed in the direction opposite to the target arrow was named the incongruent target condition. The condition
when the four flanker stimuli were stripes was called the neutral target condition. The target stimulus and the flanker stimuli were presented at a visual angle of 1.1 above or below a fixation cross presented in the middle of the screen.

Figure 1: A) During a variable interval (VI = 400 - 1 600 ms) a central fixation cross is presented and the participant is instructed to look at it. Then a cue can be presented for 100 ms. In part B the four cue conditions are shown: No Cue, Central Cue, Double Cue, and Spatial Cue. After presentation of the cue, a central fixation cross is shown and is followed by the target stimulus. In part C the three different target configurations are depicted: the Neutral, Congruent and Incongruent target configurations. The target is depicted until the participant responds with a maximum of 1 700 ms. If the reaction time (RT) is shorter than 1 700 ms, the stimulus is replaced by the central fixation cross.

The target stimulus could be cued in four different ways (see Figure 1B). In the first cueing condition, an asterisk was presented at the location of the fixation cross (= center cue condition) and the target configuration was presented above or below the center of the screen, with equal probability. In the second cueing condition, two asterisks were presented (= double cue condition); the two asterisks were presented at the fixed locations of 1.1 of visual angle above and below the center of the screen. Since the cue appeared 500 ms before target onset (see Figure 1A), the cue provided information on the timing of the target stimulus. In the third cueing condition, an asterisk was presented at the future location of the target stimulus above or below the center of the screen (= spatial cue condition). In this case, participants were informed both on the timing and the location of the target configuration. In the fourth cueing condition, no cue was given and, as a consequence, participants had no information about the timing and the location of the upcoming target symbol.

The attention network test consisted of one training block with 24 trials and three test blocks with 96 trials each. After the first and second block, participants took a short break, before starting the next block of the attention network test. A single trial consisted of the following: during a variable interval (VI, see Figure 1A), ranging from 400 - 1 600 ms, a fixation cross was presented in the middle of the screen. Then, depending on the cue condition, a cue could be presented for 100 ms. Thereafter, a central
fixation cross was presented for 400 ms, followed by the target stimulus, which was presented for 1 700 ms, or shorter if a response was given within 1 700 ms. Finally, a fixation cross was presented during a variable delay. The length of this delay was determined by subtracting the reaction time (RT) plus 400 ms from the constant trial duration that was 3 500 ms (fig. 1A). All 12 combinations of cueing (4) and target (3) conditions were presented in random order within each block. Both RT and error scores (ES; percentage of incorrect responses) were measured for each condition.

**Attention Networks Calculations and Analyses**

For each participant, all RT of correct responses of a specific condition outside the range of the mean RT ± 2.5 SD of that specific condition and RT shorter than 100 ms were excluded from analysis. Then, the average RT for each of the 12 conditions (4 cue conditions × 3 target conditions) was recalculated. Determination of the network effects was based on these RT data. ES of the 12 conditions were calculated by dividing the number of incorrect responses by the total number of responses for the specific condition and multiplying this number by 100.

To calculate the alerting network effect mean RT and ES of the double cue condition were subtracted from the mean RT and ES of the no cue condition. In such a way, the potentially beneficial effect of an alerting cue on RT and ES was probed. The orienting network effect was calculated by subtraction of the mean RT and ES of the responses in the spatial cue condition from the mean RT and ES of the responses in the center cue condition. This allowed us to probe the beneficial effect of spatial information, in addition to timing information. The executive network effect was calculated by subtracting the mean RT and ES of the responses in the congruent target condition from the mean RT and ES of the incongruent target condition. In this way, the advantage of congruence over incongruence in the target condition was determined. Mean RT and ES of the three target conditions were averaged to calculate the orienting and alerting network effects, whereas mean RT and ES of the 4 cueing conditions were averaged to calculate the executive network effect. Normalized network effects were determined by dividing the raw network effect by the mean of the two conditions involved in the calculation of the network effect. (Raw effect: R = RTA – RTB; Normalized effect: N = R/((RT_A + RT_B) /2) with RT_X representing mean RT for condition x)^1. For all group data, participant scores outside the range of the mean ± 2.5 SD of that group were removed from analysis.

**Statistical analyses**

**Depression, rumination and mindfulness skills scores**

ANCOVAs were run to test whether groups differed on depressive symptoms, rumination and mindfulness skills on the post-measurement. Group (MBCT versus TAU) was the between-subject factor of interest and either depression, rumination or mindfulness on the post-measurement was the dependent variable. In addition, either depression, rumination or mindfulness on the pre-measurement was entered as a covariate in the analysis to correct for possible differences between groups on these measures. In order to check whether depression diagnosis at the pre-measurement interfered with the effect of treatment on clinical outcome, depression diagnosis was entered as a fixed factor in the model. Of note, depression diagnosis did not interact with the effect of treatment as probed by either Hamilton or rumination scores (p-values of depression diagnosis × group interaction > .1).

---

^1 Normalized network data were calculated by dividing the absolute network effect by the mean RT of the two conditions used to calculate the network effect. See Wang et al. for similar analyses of RT network scores (Wang et al., 2005).
Attention network scores

ANCOVAs were run to test whether groups differed on ANT network scores (expressed in normalized RT and ES) at the post-measurement. One of the ANT networks was the dependent variable and group (MBCT versus TAU) was the between-subject factor of interest. In addition, Hamilton and attention network score of the pre-measurement were entered as covariates in the analysis to correct for possible differences between groups on these variables.

Overall attentional processing

Logistic regression analyses on overall data (all conditions combined) were run to test whether groups differently changed over time on more general, integrated attentional performance (see also Van den Hurk et al. (2010)), indexed by the performance on either target detection or response accuracy. In the first logistic regression analysis the aim was to probe the ability to detect the targets and so the dependent variable was response (yes versus no (= miss)) and the predictors were time and group. Of note, because the ANT has not been designed as a signal detection task, we expected to find very low numbers of misses in both groups (floor effects). However, we decided to run the analysis to check whether groups did not differ with respect to detection rates. In the second logistic regression analysis the aim was to probe the accuracy in responding and so the dependent variable was response (correct versus incorrect) and the predictors were time (pre versus post), group (MBCT versus TAU) and RTcen. RTcen is a variable of which the scores were obtained by a transformation of the variable RT. Each RT score was recalculated into a RTcen score by subtracting the overall mean RT score from this score. As such a new RTcen distribution was obtained with a mean RTcen score of zero. Because of this transformation, the outcomes of the logistic regression analyses show effects for the overall mean RT (instead of an RT of zero) and as such meaningful interpretations of the outcomes of the regression analysis were allowed for. The variable RTcen was included in the model as a predictor because RTcen is likely to explain much of the variance - RTcen is related to (predicts scores on) the dependent variable as reflected by the fact that with increasing reaction time the chance to respond accurately increases - improving the power of the analysis.

Results

Depression, rumination and mindfulness skills scores

ANCOVA with HRSD post-scores showed a significant difference between groups, $F(1, 65) = 10.01, p < .01, \eta^2 = .13$. MBCT participants showed lower depression scores than controls on the post-measurement when corrected for differences in HRSD pre-scores (see Table 1). In line with the relief of depressive symptoms, ANCOVA with rumination post-scores showed significantly lower rumination scores for the MBCT group after treatment, $F(1, 63) = 11.25, p < .01, \eta^2 = .15$. ANCOVA with trainer as between-subject factor, either HRSD or rumination post-score as dependent variable and either HRSD or rumination pre-score as covariate, revealed no differences between trainers in clinical outcomes, $F(2, 29) = .32, p = .73$ for HRSD scores and $F(2, 28) = .15, p = .86$ for rumination scores. Finally, the MBCT patients scored higher on the observe, $F(1, 65) = 18.61, p < .001, \eta^2 = .22$; act-with-awareness, $F(1, 64) = 24.76, p < .001, \eta^2 = .28$; and accept-without-judgment, $F(1, 65) = 22.10, p < .001, \eta^2 = .25$, scales after treatment (see Table 1). On the describe scale MBCT patients did not score significantly higher after treatment, $F(1, 66) = 1.72, p = .20$. 
Table 1: Estimated marginal means (SE) of the MBCT and control group at the post-measurement, F-values, p-values and effect sizes ($\eta^2$) for HRSD, rumination and mindfulness skills are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MBCT</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRSD</td>
<td>11.59 (.95)</td>
<td>7.12 (1.03)</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumination</td>
<td>28.39 (1.14)</td>
<td>22.72 (1.24)</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>16.60 (.91)</td>
<td>22.46 (1.00)</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe</td>
<td>17.35 (.56)</td>
<td>18.42 (.61)</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act-with-awareness</td>
<td>14.90 (.79)</td>
<td>20.63 (.84)</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept-with-judgment</td>
<td>18.10 (.69)</td>
<td>22.95 (.77)</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attention Networks analyses

**Normalized RT scores**

None of the ANCOVAs with normalized RT data of the attentional networks on the post-measurement showed a significant difference between groups: for alerting, $F(1, 65) = 2.88$, $p = .10$, for orienting, $F(1, 67) = .26$, $p = .62$ and for executive attention, $F(1, 65) = .65$, $p = .42$ (see Figure 2).

![Normalized RT data of both groups, MBCT (+TAU) versus control (TAU), for the alerting, orienting and executive attention network of the pre- and post-measurement. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (CI).](image)

**Error scores**

None of the ANCOVAs with ES data of the attentional networks on the post-measurement showed a significant difference between groups: for alerting, $F(1, 66) = 1.30$, $p = .26$, for orienting, $F(1, 65) = 1.01$, $p = .32$ and for executive attention, $F(1, 63) = .53$, $p = .47$ (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Error score data (%) of both groups, MBCT (+TAU) versus control (TAU), for the alerting, orienting and executive attention network of the pre- and post-measurement. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (CI). For all networks, ANCOVA showed no difference between groups in attention network scores on the post-measurement when corrected for differences in attention network and Hamilton scores on the pre-measurement.

Overall attentional performance

**Probability of detections and misses**

The first logistic regression analysis was run to test whether overall attentional performance (expressed in terms of the chance of a response/miss) of the MBCT group differently changed over time. A significant Group (MBCT versus TAU) × Time (pre versus post) interaction would show this to be the case. In order to optimize the regression analysis for testing the significance of the Group × Time interaction, the other terms Time and Group were included. Neither Time, \( p = .64 \), nor Group, \( p = .40 \), nor the Group × Time interaction, \( p = .48 \), was a significant predictor. Thus, these results - the terms Group, Time and Group × Time not being significant predictors - showed that both groups did not differ from each other and did not (differently) change over time with respect to the number of misses, respectively.

**Probability of correct and incorrect responses**

The second logistic regression analysis was run to test whether overall attentional performance (expressed in terms of accuracy of response) of the MBCT group differently changed over time as compared to the control group. A significant Group (MBCT versus TAU) × Time (pre versus post) interaction would show this to be the case. In order to optimize the regression analysis for testing the significance of the Group × Time interaction, the other terms RTcen, Time, RTcen × Time, Group, Group × RTcen and Group × RTcen × Time were included. As expected, RTcen was a significant predictor, \( \beta = \ldots \)
.011, \( p < .001 \), \( \text{Exp}(B) = 1.011 \). No significant Group \( \times \) Time interaction was found, \( p = .30 \), so the MBCT group did not show a different change in overall attentional processing over time. In summary, when either the chance of a miss or the accuracy of the response was considered, the MBCT group did not show a different change over time as compared to the TAU group.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to investigate whether attentional improvements are seen after MBCT in a sample of recurrently depressed patients and whether these improvements in attention mediate the efficacy of the MBCT program. The results show reductions in depressive symptoms and ruminative thinking and an increase in mindfulness skills after MBCT. These results are in line with previous studies that also showed lower depression and rumination scores and increased mindfulness skills after a short-term mindfulness intervention (Anderson, et al., 2007; Giommi, et al., 2006; Kenny & Williams, 2007; Kingston, et al., 2007; Michalak, Hölz, & Teismann, 2011) and point to the efficacy of MBCT for recurrently depressed patients. Contrary to the clinical improvements, no differential changes in either specific, basal components of attention (alerting, orienting and executive attention) or in more general, integrated attentional processing are seen.

The finding of no improvements in specific components of attentional processing in our study is in line with the results obtained in other studies involving healthy participants that also did not show improvements in specific, basal components of attentional functioning after a short-term mindfulness training (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008). To our knowledge, only in the study by Jha et al. (2007) a short-term mindfulness training (MBSR) has been associated with a change in a specific component of attentional processing (Jha et al., 2007), however limited to the orienting of attention. Long-term mindfulness practices, on the other hand, have consistently been associated with improvements in specific, basal components of attentional processing (Chan & Woollacott, 2007; Moore & Malinowski, 2009; Valentine & Sweet, 1999; Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). In these studies, participants had significantly more meditation experience than the amount that can be acquired during either the eight weeks of MBCT, MBSR, or short-term mindfulness retreats. The larger amount of meditation experience in these studies might explain the improvements in basal components of attentional functioning, suggesting that such improvements might only be expected after extended periods of training, in both healthy and clinical populations. Further research is needed to investigate whether long-term mindfulness training can improve attentional processing in a clinical sample of recurrently depressed patients.

Both short-term and long-term mindfulness trainings have been associated with improvements at a more general, integrated level of attentional functioning (Anderson, et al., 2007; Chambers, et al., 2008; Slagter, et al., 2007; Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). Chambers et al. (2008) and Anderson et al. (2007) found changes in the overall performance on attention tasks – as reflected by improved information processing speed – after short-term mindfulness trainings, whereas Slagter et al. (2007) and van den Hurk et al. (2010) found similar improvements after long-term trainings. The outcome of the object detection task – during which participants had to indicate whether or not a common object was present in either a consistent or inconsistent scene – was used to measure non-directed attention in the study by Anderson et al. led them to suggest that mindfulness may be more closely associated with changes in the 'quality of awareness of present moment experience' than with changes in specific, basal components of attentional functioning (Anderson, et al., 2007).

In the present study, participation in MBCT was not associated with a differential improvement in more general, integrated attentional functioning as measured with the ANT. The lack of finding a differential
improvement in overall attentional processing is in contrast with our hypothesis and the results of the studies on short-term mindfulness trainings by Chambers et al. (2008) and Anderson et al. (2007). We speculate that the ANT might not be the appropriate task to probe improvements in overall attentional processing similar to those found by Chambers et al. (2008) and Anderson et al. (2007). In the study by Chambers and colleagues differences in sustained attention were shown by improved information processing speed in the internal switching task (IST) due to the intensive practice of mindfulness meditation. For the IST participants were instructed to maintain a silent mental count of either neutral or affective words belonging to two different categories and had to press the spacebar as soon as they had updated their mental count and were ready for the next word. In the study by Anderson and colleagues improvements in mindfulness after MBSR were correlated with improvements in object detection, as probed with the object detection task described above. Hence, these two attention tasks seem to be very different from the ANT in the way attentional processing is probed. The fact that the studied sample consisted of recurrently depressed patients might be an alternative explanation, as only healthy participants were tested in the studies by Chambers et al. (2008) and Anderson et al. (2007). Nonetheless, it seems likely that there is more room for improvement in attentional processing in a clinical sample of recurrently depressed patients that has previously been shown to have impairments in attentional processing than in a sample of healthy individuals (Koster, et al., 2010).

Contrary to our predictions, neither in basal components of attention nor in more general attentional processing were improvements observed after MBCT. It seems unlikely that the ANT was not the appropriate task to detect such improvements in attention as previous research, in which the ANT was also used, has related such improvements to the practice of mindfulness meditation by comparing the performance of only twenty mindfulness meditators to the performance of twenty matched controls (Van den Hurk, et al., 2010). Furthermore, it seems unlikely that low quality of delivery of MBCT might play a role in the null findings on attentional processing, since highly experienced MBCT trainers guided the groups. Moreover, the clinical results are compelling in showing the ability of the trainers to transfer the essentials of the MBCT teachings to the participants, as both depressive symptoms and rumination decreased after MBCT. Finally, also the lack of sufficient home practice seems not the reason for the null findings on attentional processing, since on average participants indicated to be engaged in formal as well as informal meditation for around 30 days during the MBCT program, i.e., every other day. Of note, the amount of home practice was not correlated to any of the attention network scores on the post-measurement (all $p$-values > .05, not reported in results section).

Altogether, the results of our study suggest that improvements in attentional processing might not have a significant role in mediating the efficacy of MBCT for recurrently depressed patients. At this point, it might be meaningful to consider the operational definition of mindfulness as proposed by Bishop et al. (Bishop, et al., 2004). In their seminal paper, the psychological construct of mindfulness was conceptualized to consist of two components: the first component involves the self-regulation of attention so that it is maintained on immediate experience, thereby allowing for increased recognition of mental events in the present moment. The second component involves adopting a particular orientation toward one’s experiences in the present moment, an orientation that is characterized by intentional curiosity, openness, and acceptance. Such an orientation seems tightly linked to the well-known idea of equanimity, i.e., reduced emotional reactivity, which is assumed to be associated with the practice of mindfulness meditation (Bodhi, 1993). As the first component seems closely related to the measurements of attentional functioning in our study, our data suggest that it might be especially the second component of mindfulness that has a mediating role in the efficacy of MBCT.

The suggestion that it might be the second component of mindfulness that is responsible for the positive clinical changes seems supported by the results of the studies by Kohls and colleagues and Kuyken and
The findings by Kohls et al. suggested heuristic value in a two-factorial mindfulness construct, consisting of a ‘presence’ and an ‘acceptance’ factor and showed that the negative association between mindfulness and depression was completely due to the acceptance factor. Likewise, the study by Kuyken and colleagues showed that the effects of MBCT are mediated by enhancement of mindfulness and self-compassion, which are concepts that are strongly related to an attitude that is characterized by accepting and not judging oneself for having (negative) thoughts, emotions and inner feelings. In line with these findings, MBCT participants in our study also showed increases in mindfulness skills including, among others, accept-without-judgment. Moreover, the ability to accept-without-judgment was found to mediate the relationship between participation in MBCT and reduction of depressive symptoms in the total sample of recurrently depressed patients that was studied (Van Aalderen, et al., 2011). In the study by Verhoeven and others (Verhoeven et al., In submission) improved performance of recurrently depressed patients on the emotional Stroop task after MBCT was found. The emotional Stroop task measures interference from emotional stimuli and this might be related to emotional reactivity. Thus, the results from the study be Verhoeven and colleagues might provide (indirect) support for the idea that changes in emotional reactivity (second component of mindfulness), rather than changes in the self-regulation of attention (first component), have a mediating role in the efficacy of MBCT for patients with recurrent depression. Interestingly, these results are very much in line with the suggestion that was made in a recent review on cognitive mechanisms and depression (Koster, et al., 2010). In their paper, Koster and colleagues propose the impaired disengagement of attention to be central to the psychopathological mechanisms involved in depression, linking attention, rumination and clinical depression. According to their framework depression seems characterized by valence-specific impaired attentional control and that brooding - the more pathogenic aspect of rumination - has been correlated particularly with valence-specific inhibitory deficits. Thus, the cultivation of the second component of mindfulness - promoting an attitude of acceptance, openness and curiosity towards thoughts and emotions and fostering reduced emotional reactivity - appears a good candidate therapeutic factor able to specifically target this psychopathological mechanism. Further research is needed to investigate this hypothesis in more detail. In addition, it would be interesting to study the self-regulation of attention in the presence of emotional stimuli in recurrently depressed MBCT patients.

Noteworthy, a relatively large number of participants had previous experience with meditation: 17 out of 37 participants in the control group and 16 out of 34 participants in the MBCT group. No group difference was present regarding the number of participants with previous meditation experience ($p = .93$), ruling out the possibility that differences in previous meditation experience account for the observed group differences on the clinical outcome variables. Still, it might be possible that previous meditation experience does interfere with the effect of treatment. In other words, the effect of treatment might be largest for the group of participants without any previous meditation experience. By means of additional analyses (ANCOVA with previous meditation experience as additional factor; not reported in results section) we checked whether previous meditation experience did interact with the effect of treatment on clinical outcome. It turned out that previous meditation experience did not interact with the effect of MBCT on either depressive symptoms or rumination ($p$-values > .1). The latter finding might be due to the fact that the majority of participants with previous experience had only relatively little experience; 27 out of the 33 participants with previous experience had only less than 5 years of experience.

---

$^2$ For a further elaboration on these clinical and mindfulness skills data, please see the study by van Aalderen et al. (2011).
Concluding remarks

Altogether, the results of the present study suggest that improvements in attentional processing, observed after long-term mindfulness trainings, are not found after a short-term training (MBCT) in a clinical sample of recurrently depressed patients. These findings suggest that the clinical improvements, seen after MBCT, might not be primarily mediated by improvements in the self-regulation of attention (i.e., the first component of mindfulness according to Bishop et al. (2004)). Together with recent, converging research findings they suggest that it might be mostly the second component of mindfulness according to Bishop et al. (2004) – referring to the cultivation of an attitude that is characterized by openness and acceptance and related to reduced emotional reactivity - that mediates the efficacy of MBCT for recurrently depressed patients. It would be interesting for future research to inquire this hypothesis more deeply and to explore whether this hypothesis can be generalized to mindfulness-based interventions for other clinical samples.
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